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A Little Trouble In Dublin
THE pensioner found beaten to death in his Dublin home on Thursday has been named locally as Kwok Ping Cheng. M r Cheng, who was aged in his 70s and originally from Hong Kong, was found dead in his ...
Pensioner viciously beaten to death while watching TV at his Dublin flat is named
‘Burying people makes things very real,’ says Dr Suzanne O’Connell as she reflects on the past twelve months. The Dublin native, who is based in Moldova, is the founder of Outreach Moldova, an Irish ...
‘Do you not love us anymore?’ Special needs orphans in Moldova traumatised by Covid says Irish medic
The calls come after a video emerged of young people jumping on the roof of a car that was stopped at traffic lights in the village ...
Calls for curfews on young people to tackle anti-social behaviour in Malahide
On Michael Rosenbaum's podcast, Lost Boys co-stars Kiefer Sutherland and Jason Patric revisited their '90s love triangle with ex Julia Roberts.
Kiefer Sutherland and Jason Patric Revisit Their Dramatic Love Triangle With Julia Roberts
Heavier Garda presence and witnessing regular stop-and-searches make her feel “uncomfortable”, says Ogunsanya. “Because of the racial category I belong to.” Police presence is necessary if “something ...
With More Gardaí on Streets, Minority Dubliners Worry about Uptick in Stop-and-Searches
There is a “serious lack of transparency and clarity around rights” for people who are homeless, says Adam Spollen, who is working on the project.
Homeless People in Dublin to Get Booklet Setting Out, Clearly, Their Rights
If an effort to spend more time with her children, Kildare mum Kel Galavan completed a full 356 days without spending ...
Kildare mum quit her job and saved €27,500 by embarking on a 'no-spend' year
KATIE TAYLOR has now had 18 professional contests without yet boxing at home in Ireland. If that seems crazy — even unfathomable — to Irish sports fans, a look back at Francie Barrett’s pro career ...
Irish Olympic legend Francie Barrett says fighting in Ireland was the ‘proudest moment’ of his pro career
The temperatures may not necessarily reflect how hot it looks out our windows, but we’ll be indulging in an iced drink nonetheless.
8 iced drinks to try in Dublin this weekend if you’re sick of your usual coffee order
Pat Mitchell was fast asleep in his home in Rathnew, at 2 a.m. on a cold November night in 1979, when he heard a notably distinguishable rapping on his front door.
A treasure trove of memories: Pat has given years of service to GAA
GunPlot is a new TV Documentary and podcast series from RTÉ on the Arms Crisis of 1970. Researcher on the TV documentary, Róisín O’Dea looks at the crisis fifty years on ...
Opinion: RTÉ's GunPlot looks back at the 1970 Arms Crisis with 2021 vision
When the first lockdown came, chef Gareth “Gaz” Smith, proprietor of the well-known Michael’s seafood restaurant in Mount Merrion, south Dublin, “froze with fear”. He had expanded less than 10 months ...
Chef ‘Gaz’ Smith: ‘Last 12 months have been toughest of my career, but also the most rewarding’
The term “Irish Poetry” as used in this book means poetry in the English language written by an Irishman or Anglo-Irishman and inspired by Ireland or its people. From the English invasion of 1167 to ...
Irish Poetry from the English Invasion to 1798
Multivitamins: we hear the word all the time, but there can certainly be hesitation around what they provide and how exactly they work. Where should we get our multivitamins from?
The Multivitamin Menagerie
Despite going to all that trouble of listing the fixtures ... There’s obvious disappointment in Dublin after today’s announcement. Dublin’s group matches have been reassigned to St Petersburg while ...
European Super League fallout, Dublin and Bilbao lose Euro 2020 games – live!
Horse Racing tips for day 3 of the Punchestown Festival in Ireland on Thursday. Click for the best bets and horse racing free bets!
The Best Horse Racing Tips for Punchestown on Thursday
¹ In 1886 she became the first local writer to have a novel, "A Little Bacchante" serialized by The Globe of ... Isabella Valancy Crawford was born in Dublin, Ireland on December 25, 1850, to Stephen ...
Selected Stories of Isabella Valancy Crawford
There was a moment deep into Sunday night’s strange Day-Glo railway-station Oscars when Frances McDormand implored people to watch Nomadland, the best picture winner, “on the largest screen possible”, ...
Nothing like a bizarre Oscars to trigger desire for magic of cinema
Ten years have elapsed since an Irish player won the Carabao Cup. Ahead of tomorrow’s final Garry Doyle speaks to four Irishmen who tasted Wembley glory in an era when English teams relied on Irish ...
The greatest era in Irish football – 'when we owned’ the Carabao Cup
Have a functioning bicycle? Guard it like treasured gold. Bikes and the parts to repair them are hard to come by nowadays due to the pandemic.
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